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LESSon 7: sentences

Review Recitation: Recite answers with examples. 

 □ grammar Questions #1-4, 6 

lesson: 

Grammar Question #32: What is the best way to find the subject of a sentence? 
Locate the verb, and then ask the question who or what before the verb. 

Grammar Question #33: give an example of a word that can be used as more than one 
part of speech. 
Total can be used as a noun, verb, or adjective.

Ex. 1 The total is one hundred. (noun)

Ex. 2 i will total the score.  (verb)

Ex. 3 it was a total disaster.  (adjective)

coPywoRk: 

Grammar Question #32: ___________________________________________________________

answer:  _________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Grammar Question #33: ___________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

answer: _________________________________________________________________________

Ex. 1 _______________________________________________________________________

Ex. 2 _______________________________________________________________________

Ex. 3 _______________________________________________________________________

PRactice a: Underline the verb in each sentence. Ask yourself, “Who or what …?” 
before the verb to identify the subject. Label the subject and verb as shown in #1.

1. The grass
S
hopper i

v
s an interesting insect.

2. Most cri
S
ckets ch

v
irp at night.

3. grass
S
hoppers h

v
ave very short front legs and long, strong hind legs.
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4. The field cri
S
cket will

vv
 sing all day long, but the house cri

S
cket si

v
ngs only at night.

5. al
S
ex s

v
ees the water boatman in the creek.

6. The water boa
S
tman sw

v
ims upside down and ro

v
ws himself along with his two long legs.

7. 
S
he cat

v
ches tadpoles and grubs with his claws.

8. What a terrible noise the cic
S
ada ma

v
kes in the summer!

9. Mrs. Cic
S
ada bo

v
res a hole in the tree.

10.  Fr
S
ost and c

S
old k

v
ill many insects in the winter.

PRactice B: Give the part of speech of each italicized word: noun, verb, adjective, or 
adverb. Be able to explain your answer.

__________________ 1. You must state your answer clearly.

__________________ 2. We will memorize all of the state capitals this year.

__________________ 3. Which state were you born in?

__________________ 4. Can the pilot land the plane safely in the storm?

__________________ 5. Water covered the land for forty days.

__________________ 6. The dog’s paw was caught in the trap.

__________________ 7. some boys hunt and trap wild game.

__________________ 8. he almost fell through the trap door.

__________________ 9. They hung the beautiful picture on the wall.

__________________ 10. she could not picture herself living in a big city.

__________________ 11. i bought a new picture frame to replace the one i broke.

__________________ 12. Please dry the dishes.

__________________ 13. Mix all the dry ingredients together before you add liquids.

__________________ 14. The young children found it hard to sit still for a long time.

__________________ 15. Elijah heard the still, small voice of god.

oRal Quiz: Recite answers with examples. 
 □ grammar Questions #32-33

verb

Adjective

Noun

verb

Noun

Noun

verb

Adjective

Noun

verb

Adjective

verb

Adjective

Adverb

Adjective

          action you must do

               modifies capitals

  place where you were born

          action done by pilot

   place covered by water

   thing paw was trapped in

   action boys do

   what kind of door

    thing hung on wall

          action she did

         what kind of frame

     what you are being asked to do
                    what kind of  
                ingredients

                the manner in  
                which the  
                     children sit       modifies voice
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